Where are we?
Start at the front entrance of the museum
You must have an adult with you. Stay away from the road.
Find a spot outside the museum entrance, but away from the road, from where everyone in
your group can see the river.
(If this isn’t possible, look at the map on the back of this card and find the museum and the
river Ribble).

Describe the river
Using the map on the back of this card, or the view of the river if you can see it from where
you are standing, work with your group to come up with as many words as you can to
describe the river Ribble.

Create a river of ideas
The ancient Romans built a fort and a village here, close to the river Ribble.
• Stand in a line, with everyone in your group standing shoulder-to-shoulder. Like a
river, your line should be curvy, not straight.
• Starting from one end of the line, each person in the line takes a turn to speak, one
after the other.
• When it is your turn to speak, give an answer to this question: why might Romans
have wanted to live near the river?
• Each person must come up with a different answer, that hasn’t been given already,
so it is important to listen carefully to the other people in your group.
• Keep going up and down the line, coming up with as many new answers as you can.

Top three
Sit or stand in a circle with your group, and talk about all the reasons you came up with to
answer the question why might Romans have wanted to live near the river? Together decide
what the top three reasons that were most important to the Romans.

If you have time
Working on your own, decide which one of the top three reasons why the Romans wanted to
live near the river you think was the most important. Write it down and draw a picture to
illustrate your idea.

2015 map of Ribchester

2015 map of part of Ribchester. Ribchester Roman Museum is marked “mus.” (Contains
Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015)

What is this place made of?
Start by the granaries, beside the museum
You must have an adult with you. If you are not sure how to find the granary remains, ask the
member of staff at the museum entrance.
There used to be a lot of Roman buildings around here but over time parts of the buildings
have fallen down, been taken apart or covered over. On this spot there are the remains of
two buildings called granaries.

Look at the picture of the granaries
•
•
•
•

•
•

Look at the drawing of the two granaries on the back of this card.
The illustrator has drawn one with part of the wall and floor cut away, so you can see
inside.
Spot the sacks of grain stacked up inside the the granary. “Granary” means grain store.
The sacks are stacked on a wooden floor. Look carefully at the short pillars underneath,
that are holding up the floor. What shape are they? Have they been laid down randomly
or in a pattern?
Look carefully at the walls of the granary. How are the long, side walls different to the
short, front walls?
The long, side walls have buttresses. These are the parts of the wall that stick out,
making the wall thicker and stronger.

Look at the granary remains
Now look closely at the remains of the granary buildings, on the ground. This is all that is
now left of the granaries. Spot the remains of:
•
•
•
•

Walls.
Pillars that held up the floor.
Buttresses.
A gutter that drained rain water away from the building.

Discuss building materials
•
•
•
•
•

The granaries were built inside a fort, where Roman soldiers lived. The grain stored in
the granaries was used to make the soldiers’ food.
The rest of the fort was built in a similar way to the granaries, using similar stone.
Look carefully at the stone the granaries are made of. Why do you think the Romans
decided to build the fort from stone?
When the Romans first arrived, they built a wooden fort. Later on they replaced it with
stone. Why do you think they did this?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of making buildings from wood? What are
the advantages and disadvantages of making buildings from stone?

This drawing shows what archaeologists think the granaries would have looked like when the ancient
Romans built them.

Drawing of the granaries

What is this place for?
Start inside the museum
Find the part of the museum that is about the Roman fort, and find the display board that
includes this picture of the fort:

Discuss the fort
Almost 2000 years ago, a fort was built here in Ribchester for a unit of Roman soldiers and
their horses to live in. Romans built forts across Britain so that they could defend and
control the land.
The fort was made up of buildings surrounded by a wall. The soldiers could leave the fort if
they needed to, but they kept all of the most important things inside the fort. With your
group, discuss these questions:
• What do you think the soldiers did inside the fort?
• What would the soldiers and horses in the fort need to be able to live there?
• Which buildings do you think were inside the fort?

Look at the fort
Look carefully at the picture of the fort on display. This picture shows how archaeologists
think the Roman fort looked like. Find:
• The tall walls surrounding the fort, that were patrolled by soldiers.
• The four gates into the fort, that were guarded by soldiers.
• The roads leading from one gate to another.
• The commander’s house. A square building with a square courtyard in the middle and a
red roof.
• The principia, a large building behind the commander’s house. It also has a red roof.

What is this place for?
• The granaries, where the food was stored. This is a group of long buildings with brown
roofs behind the principia.
• Barracks, buildings where the soldiers slept, ate and kept their armour and weapons.
These are long, tall buildings with dark grey roofs.
• Stables, where the soldiers kept their horses. These are lower buildings alongside the
barracks.

If you have time:
Draw a plan of the fort:
1. Imagine you are looking down on the fort from the sky above it (like a bird flying over the
fort. This is called a bird’s eye view).
2. Draw the two roads through the fort, which form a cross in the middle.
3. Draw a line to show the wall around the outside of the fort.
4. Draw the outline shapes of the buildings inside the fort.
5. Label the buildings.

How has this place
changed?
Start at the museum entrance
Go out of the museum, into the courtyard in front of the museum, where there are lots of
pieces of stone.
Look at the pieces of stone outside the museum
The ancient Romans built a lot of buildings in this part of Ribchester, but over the years
those buildings have fallen down or been deliberately taken apart. Outside the museum,
there are pieces of stone from Roman buildings that archaeologists have collected.

Drawing challenge
1. Work in pairs. Partners stand back-to-back so that only partner A can see the pieces of
stone.
2. Make sure partner B has paper and a pencil or pen.
3. Partner A must secretly choose one piece of stone to describe.
4. A must describe the stone aloud to B, including as much detail as possible. B will draw
what A describes.
5. When the drawing is finished, B can look again at the pieces of stone and try to spot
which one A had described. Does the drawing look like the piece of stone?
6. A and B swap places and play again.

Spot more Roman stone
Some time after the Romans left Ribchester people started to build new buildings.
Sometimes they reused pieces of stone from the old Roman buildings. Look at the photos on
the back of this card. Can you spot pieces of stone from Roman buildings that have been
reused?

If you have time
So far, only a small amount of the stone from the original Roman buildings has been found.
What do you think happened to the rest of the stone? Imagine you are a column from a
Roman building in Ribchester and write a story about what has happened to you over 2000
years.

Reused Roman stone
Wall around St Wilf’s
churchyard in Ribchester

White Bull pub in Ribchester

House in Ribchester

What can buildings tell us?
Start at the museum entrance
Go out of the museum, into the courtyard in front of the museum. Find a spot where your
group can stand together, away from any other groups.

Learn the parts of a column
Some of the buildings the ancient Romans built had columns. Each part of the column has a
name.

Capital. This is the top part of the column. It might be
plain, or covered with decoration, such as leaves or spirals.

Shaft. The tall, thinner part of the column. It is usually a
cylinder. It be smooth, or carved with long grooves.

Look at the capital

Base. This is the bottom part, that the shaft of the column
rests on. Usually be plain, but some have a little
decoration.

If you don’t have an adult with you, stay in the courtyard and look at the photo of the
column on the back of this card instead. If you do have an adult with you, go and find the
large capital that is just outside the museum gate, on the right. Beware of cars, and follow
your adult’s instructions.
This is a capital from a Roman building. It was found by archaeologists and brought to the
museum.
• The capital has been placed on the ground, upside down. Draw a picture of the capital as
it would have looked the right way up, at the top of a column.

What can buildings tell us?
• If you have time, imagine what the shaft and the base of the column would have looked
like and add them to your drawing.

Discuss the capital
Roman soldiers built several buildings here as part of their fort, including: barracks where
soldiers slept; the headquarters building; a temple; stables for the horses; and store rooms.
We do not know which building this capital is from. Look at the size of the capital and the
decoration. Which type of building do you think this building is from, and why?

Ancient Roman capital outside Ribchester Roman Museum

Who was here?
Start inside the museum
Find the part of the museum that is about the village.

The fort and the vicus
On the land where the museum now stands, there used to be an ancient Roman fort.
Soldiers weren’t the only people in Ribchester then. Next to the fort, there was a village,
called a vicus. The Roman soldiers who lived inside the fort probably came out to visit many
buildings in the vicus. They might have had tasks to do in the vicus, and probably bought
things from the different craftspeople’s workshops.

Make a list of buildings in the vicus
Working individually, use the displays in this part of the museum to write a list of all the
different buildings in the vicus. Here are some questions to help you:
• Which building could the soldiers go to to wash?
• Where in the vicus could people worship their gods?
• Which building in the vicus would a soldier go to for a new pair of sandals?
• Which building would a soldier go to to have new armour made?

Compare lists
Gather together with your group and compare your lists. Did you all have the same buildings
on your list? What did you include that the rest of your group didn’t?

Discuss noises and smells
There were quite a lot of different buildings in the vicus: the baths; the temples; leather
workshop; metal workshop for example. There was probably a market where food was sold
too.
Working as a group choose one building and discuss these questions:
• Do you think there would be a lot of people in the building or just one or two?
• what activities you think might have happened inside the building?
• If you were there, what noises do you think would have heard in the building?
• What smells might you have smelt in there?

Who was here?
If you have time
Choose some more buildings and come up with more ideas about sights, smells and sounds!

